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Abstract. The complexity of 2-output combinational networks without feedback is explored. For 
monotone networks, which contain only and-gates and or-gate, 3 the two outputs can be 
expressed as Boolean functions having at most one variable in common, then the network obtained 
by adjoining optimal realizations of the individual functions is optima;. This property fails if the 
number of common input variables is greater than one or when nor-gates are allowed. 
1. Introduction 
The rombinationnl compkxity of a set of Boolean functions is the size of the 
smaiiest logical network for computing them. Here we consider networks built from 
and-, or-, and not-gates (invertors). Combinational complexity is related to the 
difficulty of realizing a function in hardware, and there are rather surprising 
connections with the theory of Turing computability as we11 [8, 121. 
Although’counting arguments establish that ‘most’ Boolean functions of n vari- 
ables have combinational complexity asymptotically proportional to 2’ln [3], . 
attempts to prove non-linear lower bounds on the combinational complexity of 
specificnatural Boolean functionr have been unsuccessful. Indeed, except for certain 
functbons implicitly embodying diagonalization [ 1, 131, no one has found a natural 
class of ftlnc%iotis whose complexity grows non-linearly in the nuhmber of inputs plus 
outputs. 
This difficulty has prompted several investigators to restrict attention to the class of 
monotone reetworks in which only the operations of e~nd and or are allowed. This 
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restriction has proved fruitful, for strong lower bounds have thys been obtained for 
matrix multiplication [4,9]!, sorting [2], and other problems. ‘i 
A part of the difficulty in proving lower bounds for general Bo Aean networks 
seems to stem from the lack of simple composition rules for relating tl e complexity of 
a compound network to the complexity of its pieces. For example, le 
Boolean functions over disjoint sets of input variables. Paul [6] hl;rs hown that, for 
networks built from arbitrary 2-input, l-output gates, an optimai: network for the 
conjunction .f A g is not necessarily obtained by joining optimal realizations off and g 
with an an&gate. Still more surprising., Ulig [la] has shown that the simultaneous 
realization of both f and g (and not just their cr*njunction) can be cheaper than the 
sum of the costs of realizing f and g individually, and this result holds for any finite 
‘complete ba.sis. 
When we restrict iittention to ;nonotone networks and functions, we show a saving 
is possible for the simultaneous realization of two functions only when they share two 
or more variables. ‘The trivial example f(zl, zZ) = g( z 1, z2) = z 1 A z2 shows that this 
result is best possible. IQ fact, it remains best-possible ven in the more interesting 
case in which the cost of computing arbitrary functions of the shtired variables is 
ignored. 
We refer the reader to Paterson [S] and Savage [ll] for background on Boolean 
function complexity. 
2. Basic definitions alnd notations. 
Let B = (0, 1}, V be a denumerable set of uarr’ables, and V + B be the set of all 
binary assignments QO the variables. Let BF, = {flf: ( V + B j + Bj. For f~ BF, and 
x E V, we say f functio.zally depends (PII x if there exist arguments y, y’ : V-B B such 
that r(y) = y’(y) for 2: 1 y f X, yet f(y) f f(y’). We define 
dep( f) = {x E V 1 f functionally depends on x}. 
BF, includes functioun depending on infinitely many arguments. For n EN, let 
.BF,={f~BF,Ijdep(f)I=n},andBF=U,,~,Blti,. 
Functions in BF correspond to the usual notion of Boolean functions as mappings 
;Erom I?” + B once the correspondence between argument positions and variables is 
established. Rather than concern ourselves with such conventions, we work directly 
with BF, for that is the natural class of functions computed by Boolean networks, 
which Ne define below. We remark that the usual notation for defining a function can 
be regarded as specifying a member of BF, e.g_ 
fb, Y, z)=y dx v4 
befines that f E BF: sucih that fl,y) = y(y) A (r(n) v y(z)) for all y: V =+ B. 
Let b EN. A Boolelzn b-network (or b-circuit) is a finite directed labelled acyclic 
graph of in-degree ~5 with the follnwlng properties: 
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(1) Certain nodes of in-degree 0 are designated as input nodes. Each is labelled bv d 
a variable in V, 
(2) The remlining nodes of in-degree 0 are designated as cons’tants. Each is 
labefled by an element of B. 
(3) The nodes of in-degree 1 are labelled by ‘not’. 
(4) The nodes of in-degree 22 are .?abelled by ‘and’ or ‘or’. 
The nodes of in-degree 31 are called gates. Note that, by (4), and- and or-gates c’$ 
up to b inputs are allowed. 
Each node p of the network computes a function resp E EF in a natural way. Given 
an assignment y: C’ + B, assign y(x) to each input node lab:lled by X. Assign to each 
constant node the value of its label. Assign to each gate the result of applying the 
Boolean function with which it is labelled to the values assigned to its input nodes. In 
this way, a Boo1ea.n value res&) is assigned to each no&! p of the graph. 
We say node p syntactically depends on x E V if there is an input nod15 Tlabelled by 
x and a directed path from 7 to & Clearly, if resp functionally depends on x, then ,@ 
syntactically depends on x, but the converse does not in general hold, and that: 
pheilomenon is the bubject of this paper. 
A. network q computes f~ BF if there is a node p such that f =z resg. q computes a 
set F G BF if q computes each f E F’. 
We define the complexity or cost, C(q), of a Boolean network q to be the number 
of or-gates and and-gates in q.” For b 2 2, F cz: BF an;;3 f c HF, we define 
C’#) = min{C(q)lq is a b-network which computes F} 
and 
cb(f) = cb({fb 
Order B by 0 < 1, and partially order assignments by defining r G y’ if y(x) s y’(x) 
for all x E V. f e BF is called monotone if f (y] 6 f (y’) whenever y 2~ y‘. A network is 
called monotone if it has no not-gates. It is a well-known fact that monotone circuits 
compute exactly the monotone functions. Let MBF = {f E BF 1 f is monotone}. For 
6% MBF and f e MBF, ws define 
JdCb(F) = min{C(q) 17) is a monotone 6-netw;.-.zk that computes F} 
and 
3. Coumputing pairs of functions witih monotane networks 
We first show for monotone networks that no savings are possible when the 
number of shared variables is at most one. 
’ Our rtiults do not change if we count negations as welL 
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Theorem 3.1. Let f, g E MBF with lde:p(f) ndelp(g)l s 1, Ebn iMcb({h g)) = 
MCb(f)+MC&) for d b 32. 
roof. Let Ix={x~,.~~.~ x,}=dep(fk-dep(g), Y={yl,. . . 9 ytd==p(g)-c@(f), 
and let 2 = {z} 2 dep( f) n dep(g), z az’ X u IT We regard f ad 6 as functions over 
Al, l l l 9 &t Yl, 0 0 l 9 Ym, 2. 
In a network for computing {f, g}, cad a node rG~ed if it synta&ally depends on 
both xi and yj for some i, j, and call it pzcre otherwise. Among al; minimum-cost 
monotone b-networks which compute {f, g}, choose a network q having the fewesli 
number of mixed nodes. We may assume also that no input to a gate oE 7 is 2 constant 
function, for eliminating such inputs increases neither the cost nor *:he number of 
mixed nodes in ,ahe network. We show that q has no mix4 nodes, and hence the 
output nodes computing f alnd g are pure. This implies that q computes f and g 
independently, SO MCis({f, g))=C(q)=MCb(f)fMCb(g). 
Assume to the contrary that 7 has one or more mixed nodes. Let p be a first mixed 
node, that is, a mixed node al! of whose inputs are pure nodes. We will treat the case 
that fi is an and-gate; the case for an or-gate is the exact dual of the proof we give, i.e. 
interchange 0 and 1, and ‘and’ and ‘or’ throughout. 
Let {4&(x1, . . . , xn, 2) 11 s i s h} be the functions computed by the inputs to p 
which syntactically depend on some xj vlariable, and let {$i (yl, a . . , ynp, t ) 11 s i G k} 
be the functions computed by the remaining inputs. Let q’ be &=: network obtained 
from q by replacing the gate p by a new input node I-, connecting 7 to all the nodes 
that$usedtogoto.LabelTbyz’E V-(Xu YuZ).Clearly,G(rl’)=C(q)-1,and 
q’ computes two monotone functions f’tx, y, z, z’), g’(x, y, r&) E MBF such that 
and 
f !=e, y, t) = fl(-k”, y, 2, @(x, 2 ) A !Pcy, 2)) 
g(& y, z) := g’4x, y, 2, @ix, 2) A ?P(y, z)), 
where Q)=~~~IPP.*A&‘~, ~=+~~~~h$k, x=.q ,..., x,, and y=yl,...,y,,,. q’ 
also computes 4$jI, . . . , & and rll,. . . , q&. 
We now consider two cases. 
Case 1. @%, 1) = ?Pr(O, 1) = 0. We show 
and 
f’k y, 290) =f(x, y, d, W 
g’(& Y, 2, 0) = I:@, J4 d. (2) 
By the morrotonicity of f’, 
fk y, ‘79 0) qx, ,“, 29 @b, r) A WY, 2)) =fk y, 2). a 
Also, 
(3) 
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since V(Q: t) = 0 by monotonicity. Finally, 
3 4 =fb, y, 2) (5) 
since dep( f) n Y = $3, SO (1) follows from (3)-(S). (2) follows by a similar argument. 
Now let 4 be the &network obtained from q’ by replacing the input node T by a 
constant node 0. (1) and (2) show that 4 computes {[f, g}. 13ut C(fj) = C(f) < C(q), a 
contradiction to the choice of q# 
Case 2. @(O, 1) and ?P (0,l) are not both 0. Assume without loss of generality that 
?P(O, 1) = 1. By monotonicity of 0, @(x, 1) = 1 for a11 x. 
We now show 
and 
g’(x, y, 2’, 2 A WY, 2)) = g(x, y, 2). (7) 
Since z s @(x, z), then 
2 A !P(y, 2) s @(x.’ 2) A Piy, 2). (8) 
Hence, the monotonicity of f’ and g’ yield 
f’(% Y, 2’9 2 A WY, z)Bq’(x, y, z, @k 2) A wy, z)) = f(x, y, z) w 
g’k y, i!, 2 ff WY, 0 ?= gk y, 2, @(x, z) A WY, 2 1) = gk y, 2). (10) 
The inequalities in the other direction follow from the fiacts that 
z A V(O, z) = @(x, z) A ?P(O, 2) (11) 
and 
z A ?P(y, 2) := @(Q, fj A WY, z)* (12) 
These are immediate consequences of the fact that @(x, 1) = 1 for all x and that 
@CU, 0) = !P(ca, 0) = 0. (If @(O, *), say, were not 0, then @ would be the constant 
function 1 by monotonicit;ir. Thiz would imply every #5i were the constant function 1, 
contradicting the original choice of TJ.) Now, by nonotonicity and (11 j and (12) we 
get 
f(x, y, 2, r A P(y, z ij af’(x, 0, z, z A F(O, z)) 
= f’(x, 8, z, @(x, 2) /i P(0, 2)) 
aqd 
(13) 
(14) 
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But 
and 
since 
p (x, 0, zy @CT, 2) A P(0, 2)) = f(x, 0,z) = f (x, y,* 2) (15) 
g’(O, Y, p, “rp’% z) h WY, 2)) = g( 
\ (16, 
dep(f) n Y = c(d and dep(g) n X = 0, 
so (6) follows from (!I), (13) and (15), and (7) follows from (lo), (14j and (16). 
Now let 4 be the b-network obtained from 7’ by replacing the input node r by an 
and-gate with inputs z and #l(y9 z), . . . , l(lk(y, r). (6) and (7) show that 6 cpmputes 
{f, g}. Also, C(G) = 1 + C(q)) = C(q). Moreover, the new gate is pure sin& it is not a 
descendant of any xi, and every mixed node of 4 is also mixed in q Hence, ri W‘S 
fewer mixed nodes than 7, a contradiction to the choice of q. 
Since both cases lead to a contradiction, we must conclude ihat q has no mixed 
nodes. 
That Theorem 3. I fails for pairs of functions with two variables in common follows 
from the trivial example f(zI, 22) = g(zl, ~2) = z1 A 22 given in the introduction. Less 
trivial is the fact that savings can be obtained even when arbitrary functions of the 
two shared variables are allowed without cost. More precisely, if 2 c V, we define 
Cz (q) to be the number of and-gates and or-gates in q which syntactically depend 
on at least one inplt not in 2. Note that Cz (11) s C(q). As usuai far b a- 2, we obtain 
a corresponding complexity measure MC: on F c MBF and f~ MBF by defining 
MC:(F) = min{Cz(q) 17 is a monotone b-network that computes F} \ 
and 
MC:(f) = MCa{fl). 
.; -- 
I i 
Theorem 3.2. L#et Z = (~1, z2}, b a 2. There exist f, g E MBF with dep( f) n dep(g) = 
Zsuch thntMCF,({f,g})aE~(f)+MC~(g). 
Proof. Let h E MBF be a monotone Boolealn function with M~C&) > 3n +4, where 
FZ = Idep(h)). Counting arguments how that such functions exi’st [,7, IO]. Let 
and 
fk, 21, ~2) = 21 A (22 v hb2) 
g(y, zl,z2) = ~2 A h v W). 
(h(z) denotes he function h regard&l as 9 function over tire variables z.) Cle&ly, 
MC~(f)WkK$(h) and MC~(g)aMC~(h), for a network for h can be ob?aSnGi 
from a network for f (respectively g) by setting zn = 1 and z2 = 0 (respectively z1 = 0 
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and z2 = 1) and then simplifying and renamir - _ jg !aputs. HoLYever, the network q elf 
Fig. 1 computes {f, g} and has cost 
Xn *I Yr 22 Yn *2 
MINIMAL MONOTONE 
b - NETWORK 
COMFUTING h 
Fig. 1. An economical simultaneous monotone realization of f and g. 
4. Simultaneous realizations of pairs of momno~otoine functions 
In the case of non-monotone functions f and g, Ulig 1143 shows that savings awe 
possible even when dep(f) n dep(g) = 0. 
For every function f e HF,. indicate by f;: the function f regarded as a function over 
the set of variables {x++~+~, . . . , A+-~)~+~}. The Shannon function L&i) = 
maxfEBF,, &(p) 1 3 > 2, can be gen(xalized to a new function 
with G((fi, . . . 1 fr}) being therefore the cost of a simultaneous reah~ation off over ,- 
se/h of distinct variables. The following theorem is proved in [14]. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose r, = O(pz/log n), bb a 2. Then Lb,&) -Lb(n), i.e. 
lim Lb,r,i~) =1 
naoO Lb(n) l 
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We now state the following. 
.2. Let b a 2. For all sufficiently large n, there exis: ,& g E BF, with 
dep(f) ndep(g) =8 such that Gbdf, d)< cb(fi -k cb(g)* 
Proof. Let r, = 2, 0 < r: < 1. By Theorem 4.1, for all sufficiently l,\ry,e n, there exist 
fu&ions h, k EB& such that cb({h~, h2)) =&&), c,(k) = Lb(n), and 
Since G({kl, M) 6 Lb,2tnh we deduce that Cb((k~, kz}) G &6((hl, h& S 
cb(k) -k 8 9 Cb(k) < 2 l c,,(k). Setting f = kl, g = kZ con@~ttes the proof since 
dep(kl) n dep(kz) = 8 and Cdk) = Cdkl:” = ct,(k2)* 
The proof of Corollary 4.2 only makG;s apparent hat savings are possible for the 
simultaneous realization of functions of near-maximal comple:.ity. However, in the 
case of 2-networks, a simple padding argu Bent shows that savings are also possible 
for functions of linear complexity. 
CluroIlary 4.3. For all suficientl’y large n, there are function; r f, g E j>F,, such that 
ddf) n d&g) = 0, G({f, g?? < G(f) + G(g), and G(f), C:!!gJ s 2~. 
Proof. Let no be sufficiently large for Corollary 4.2 to apply. Then there exist 
fo, go E BF, with dep(fo) 67 dep(gd = 0 such that G({fo,, SO)) < G(fd + G(gdm 
Choose k 2 max{C2( fo), &(g,J} and defintz n = no + k, 
where Xl, . . . , .& y1, e . a, y& are distinct variables iq V- dep(fo) -dep(go). Then 
f, g E BF, and dep(f) /T dep(g) = 8. A straightforward induction 0th k shows that 
G/,f J = Wfo) + k GigI = C&o) -t k and W,l; gH = Cd-i fo. go)) + 2k ; hem 
C&C, g}) < Cz( f) + Cz(g). By choice of k, @2(f), C,(g) $5 %k 6 2n. 
WC remark that Theorem 4.1 and Corollary -4.2 hiold over an arbitrary finite 
complete basis, and Tsrolilary 4.3 holds for sny complete basis c,f gates with at most 2 
inputs. 
From Paul [6] aqd Uilig i14], we know that an optimal realization of the con- 
junction of two Bocjlean functions is not necessarily obtained by conjoining optimal 
independent realizations of the two functfons, eve when such functions share no 
variables, and &is !:olds over any complete basis. It is an open question whether this 
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also holds for monotone functions and networks. A 
savings are indeed possible for f A g when at least one 
f (x, 2) = x I! 2, g(y, 2) = y II 2. 
trivial example shows that 
variable is shared, for take 
We also leave open the question of just how large the savings can be for the 
simultaneous realization of two functions when savings are ptissible at all. 
We are grateful to N. Pippenger for pointing out to us that the problem of whether 
savings are possible in general networks had been settled affirmatively in reference 
II141 . 
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